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A pseudo-random number generator is an algorithm that can produce a sequence of numbers
whose properties are close to those of randomly generated numbers (e. g. rolling a dice). For
example, the numbers must be independent of each other, their observation must not make it possible
to guess what the composition of a later sequence will be. PRNGs are used in many applications
such as numerical simulation, cryptography, etc.

The DISC/AND department of the FEMTO-ST laboratory has extensive experience in PRNG
research [CCBH19, BGCO18] The objective of this project is to study PRNG implementations on
micro-devices:

� the first task will be to study some PRNG, like the Mersenne Twister’s one, which the gold
standard[MN98] for instance in Python language,

� it will next be a matter of evaluating the existing implementations embedded in the micropy-
thon library. The statistical quality of the generated numbers will evaluated by using existing
statistical tests such as TestU01 [LS07], NIST test suite [BIRS+10].

� It will continue by deploying generators that usually run on conventional CPUs on these sup-
ports. Micro-devices will be provided to students.
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